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The government (or what was left of it) called it The Event. 

The Church called it The Apocalypse, and the Military 

simply called it The Shit Storm.  
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Doomsday Clock: 2 minutes, 30 seconds to midnight. 

 

“We shape our dwellings, and afterwards our dwellings 

shape us.”  

Sir Winston Churchill. 

  

Mason Connor kept the photo of he and Becky taped to his missile console to remind him 

what was real down here in the bunker. The pictures were one of those photoboth 

sequences of five. Some were kinda goofy, but the last one captured it all. In it, the 

lightness of his civilian clothes was evident in his carefree expression, for the credence of 

the USAF uniform he wore down here bore a weight with it; the weight of responsibility, 

the weight of his finger paused above the launch button. He shook his head and smiled, 

could never see what Becky saw in him: A scrawny guy with a coffee coloured crewcut. 

Connor still harboured a hint of the adolescent freckles that bridged his nose despite his 

25-years. And that accursed inane smile he could feel creeping across his face now. 

Whatever she saw, he was glad she did. 

He focused on that picture, his favourite. Becky holding him close. It captured 

everything she was to him in that harmonious glance at the camera; face framed in the 

honey-blond hair that cascaded over one shoulder, her eyes brushstrokes of blue on a 

canvas of silk-smooth skin. He kissed his fingertips and pressed them to her face. ‘I’m 

punching way over my weight here, Beck.’ 
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 ‘When’s the big day?’ It was Garrett, his commanding officer, returning from the 

recreation room. 

 Missile Combat Crew Commander Brody Garrett, 10-years his senior, sat heavily 

into the console chair opposite him, his grey USAF operations suit the same as Connor’s, 

the same unit patches, US flag and clover leafed missile badge over his heart, the only 

discerning difference being the subtle MCCC insignia that designated him as Commander. 

 ‘A Spring wedding, Sir.’ Connor made it a habit to tone down his Southern drawl, 

surrounded by so many Yankees here in Montana. ‘Got a ways to go yet, but Becky’s all 

over it.’  

Commander Garrett raked his fingers through the peppering of grey above his ears. 

‘I bet she is.’ His deriding tone was that of a man on his third marriage. He reached for the 

logbook above his station. ‘There’s only so many ways to report that nothing has happened 

down here,’ he murmured. 

 Conner checked his consol readings and smiled. ‘With all due respect, sir, I don’t 

want to be the crew to report that something has happened.’ He stared at the two operation 

locks, their red housings a shout in the whisper quiet olive drab of the underground Launch 

Control Centre. He had accessed the keys and fake launch sequences many times in 

training, but never wanted to do it for real. ‘That Minuteman can sleep in its silo ‘till I’m 

an old, old man,’ Connor said. 

 Garrett gestured towards the silver crucifix attached to Connor’s dog tag chain, 

slightly obscured behind his security pass lanyard. ‘Doesn’t this job go against your 

Christian beliefs, Connor?’ He nodded towards the red launch locks. ‘Almost gives you the 

same powers as Him don’t it?’ 

 Connor tucked his tags back inside his operations suit. ‘Ah, I don’t see it that way, 

sir … I sleep better knowing men of conscience have access to those keys.’ 

 Garrett shrugged. ‘That’s okay for our side,’ he said. ‘What about the other side?’ 

 Conner took a slow breath. His boss had tried to drag him into this argument 

before, initiated by boredom rather than anything substantial. ‘I like to think that the same 

men of conscience sit there too, sir.’ 

 Garrett huffed quietly, returned his attention to his logbook. ‘How are the systems?’ 

 Connor knew the answer, but referred to his console and monitors anyway. ‘All 

stable,’ he reported. 
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 ‘Last visual?’ 

 ‘0800, Sir … Nose to tail.’ He reached for his clipboard, passed the inspection 

sheet to him.  

 Garrett wrote his report, returned the logbook, and fell back into that familiar 

silence that only a Missile Combat Crew could know. But the restlessness in him was 

noticeable. He stood. ‘You want some coffee?’ 

 ‘Sure,’ said Connor. Anything to keep his CO occupied.  

He returned his attention to Becky’s photo, then glanced at the monitor pointing to 

the Missile Support Base Building where she worked. A patchwork of snow was strewn 

across the field after last night’s dusting, far removed from the constant 71.6 degrees in the 

bunker.  

They had met on this very base. Prior to her deployment here, Becky had lived her 

whole life just ten miles from Connor’s home town of Benton, Alabama, yet it took this 

posting to find each other. He glanced at the digital clock—0959—and pictured her topside 

at the MSB building. She was no more than a mile away, but it would be another 24-hours 

before he would see her. The clock made him feel closer somehow, as if time was the only 

thing they shared right now. That’s when it happened. The clock ticked over: 1000 …   

* 

It was the faintest tremor, rolling through the dense earth that encased them, resinating 

from one end of the control room to the other. The hairs on Connor’s arms bristled to 

attention, and for that disquieting moment, the neon lights flickered and died. Connor drew 

a sharp breath, felt the darkness pressing in on him, for there is no darkness hungrier than 

that of the underground. The taste of copper coated his tongue, as if in the passing of a 

fierce lightning storm. He fought the urge to spit. That’s when he heard the welcomed 

thump of the auxiliary power kick in, watched as each system flickered back online with 

the exception of a few flashing red lights.  

 ‘What the fuck was that!?!’ Garrett burst back into the control room, his eyes 

dancing across the consoles. He slapped his hand on the back of his chair. ‘Sit-Rep, 

NOW!’ 

 ‘Ah-ahhh …’ Connor stammered, jaw clenched tight, waiting for his training to 

kick back in, but it had abandoned him. He reached for the manual. 

 ‘Forget the fucking book!’ Garrett swiped it out of his hands to thud on the desk. 
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‘How’s my missile?’ 

 Okay, okay, okay, Connor thought. Nose to tail, remember your training. He read 

his instruments, found composure. ‘Auxiliary power to all systems.’ He ran his trembling 

finger down the line of green lights. ‘Ahhh … Silo systems and hatch online. Maintenance 

platforms upright and locked. Firewalls locked.’ It was all coming back to him. ‘Blast 

doors locked. Umbilicals stable. Launch sequence panel back online. Payload …’ he took a 

steadying breath as the warhead light flickered from red to green … ‘stable,’ he finished. 

 Garrett swivelled his command chair around to face Connor, then fell into it, hand 

pressed to his temple in contemplation, his eyes fixed on the remaining blinking light. ‘Kill 

that, will you.’  

 Connor reached forward and pressed the reset button. They sat a moment in their 

neon-lit burrow. Connor’s immediate thought was of Becky. He glanced up at the monitor 

that looked across the airfield to the MSB Building. There was no movement. But 

everything looked normal. He took out his phone—no signal—then dropped it uselessly on 

his desk. 

 Garrett picked up the land line, looked at Connor with a paling face. ‘It’s dead,’ he 

said.  

‘The problem could be our end,’ suggested Connor. 

Garrett’s hand shot to the radio handset, his eyes scanning the monitors. He keyed 

the mic. ‘MSB, this is MCCC Garrett from silo Alpha 02, come in.’ Nothing but a hissing 

white noise returned. Connor recognised the concern growing in Garrett’s scowl. It was 

infectious.  

‘MSB,’ Garrett repeated, ‘this is silo alpha 02, come in please.’ Garrett switched 

his focus to the field monitor that covered the scattered silo domes to the north. ‘Alpha 1, 3 

and 4,’ Garret pleaded, ‘come in.’ The white noise was haunting. 

 ‘What do we do?’ Asked Connor. 

 ‘We follow protocol.’ Garrett’s mood had settled to a more sombre composure. 

‘Remain at our station, keep the channels open for possible Strategic Air Command 

override.’ His focus was suddenly distracted, eyes wide at one of the monitors. ‘Holy shit!’ 

 Connor looked up in time to see the form of a giant C17 Globemaster transport 

plane spinning from the sky. There was no sound, no engine fire, it just seemed to … fall. 

The aircraft ploughed into the centre of the runway with a blinding plume of flame and a 
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shudder to rival the earlier event.  

Garrett let the handset slip from his fingers. 

‘What on God’s earth …’ murmured Connor?  
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Doomsday Clock: 1 Minutes, 30 Seconds to Midnight 

 

“The time to take counsel of your fears is before you make 

an important battle decision. That’s the time to listen to 

every fear you can imagine.”  

George S. Patton. 

  

The wreckage burned for hours. Connor and Garrett watched the monitors the whole time. 

There was no response to the aircraft’s destruction. No personnel on the scene, no fire units 

dispatched. Nothing moved out there but the dancing flames and billowing black smoke. 

The snow-pocked terrain was a flat expanse all the way to the Missouri River, the horizon 

blocked by the buildings that lined the air field, but several other smoke columns had since 

formed in the distance. Connor’s only saving grace was that Becky’s building appeared 

untouched. 

 Garret continued trying the landline and radio, but to no avail. ‘It doesn’t make 

sense,’ he said (not for the first time that day). ‘We have power. We have a strong 

transmission signal.’ 

 Connor couldn’t take it much longer. Becky was out there and he needed to know 

that she was safe. ‘Maybe it’s just us, sir.’ 

 Garrett’s confidence was waning. ‘Us?’ 

 ‘The power we’re drawing from is for the silos only. The airbase and missile 

Support Building each have their own auxiliary generators.’ He shrugged. ‘Maybe they’re 
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not online yet. I think one of us should go out there … See what the problem is.’ 

 Garrett straightened in his chair. ‘The protocol is—’ 

 ‘The protocol wasn’t written for anything like this, sir.’ Connor couldn’t hold back. 

‘USAF procedures only cover the known factors. What we’re dealing with here is totally 

unknown.’ He shook his head in quiet frustration. ‘And there’s not a protocol in the book 

that cover’s a man’s concern for his loved ones.’ He paused, sick of beating around the 

bush. ‘Sir … I need to know that Becky is okay.’ 

 Garrett’s attention was held by the row of monitors, his eyes narrowing at …  

 ‘Are you even listening to me, sir?’ 

 Garrett stood. He pointed to the nearest screen. ‘That unknown you’re talking about 

… It just turned into a shitstorm.’  

 Connor followed his gaze, stared at the steel grey cloudbank rolling across the 

landscape from the north. It was huge, its expanding foundation towering in churning 

columns and moving fast, building an early twilight over Montana’s big-sky country. 

Flashes of lightning burst like sparks from the anvil of giants inside. Montana was no 

stranger to severe storms, but this was different. This thing was alive, had a purpose.  

 ‘Look,’ said Garrett, pointing to the next screen. ‘The other silos.’ 

 The crews were abandoning their posts. First Alpha 4, followed closely by 1 and 3. 

 ‘They must have been waiting for someone to make the first move,’ said Connor. 

‘Can’t say I blame them, sir.’ 

 ‘I don’t think it matters anymore,’ said Garrett. ‘You go, find out what happened, 

restore coms if you can, then return here.’ He looked Connor in the eye, his features softer. 

‘With Becky if you have to.’ 

 The weight of concern streamed off Connors shoulders, only to be replaced by the 

burden of anxiety. ‘Thank you, sir, I’ll be as quick as I can.’ 

 ‘Take your sidearm and a handheld radio … Keep me posted.’ 

 The clock ticked over: 1700. The Winter Darkness lay just an hour away. 

* 

Connor peered out through the blast window, panting from the climb out of the operations 

room. The afternoon sun struggled to filter through the shitstorm and smoke plumes. He 

swiped his security pass from the lanyard around his neck, waited for the click-clack of the 

4-point latches to disengage, and then pushed the access hatch open a crack to sniff the air. 
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The cold air slapped his face. He was concerned about toxins, perhaps something delivered 

from the maelstrom above, but all he could smell was the pungent smoke of burning Avgas 

on the runway. Connor stepped outside and zipped up his jacket against the 14 degrees, 

unclipped the holster brace of his 9mm Colt, and started towards the buildings across the 

airfield. 

 The shitstorm blanketed the sky, the sun a meagre orb in the west, slowly drawing 

towards the horizon. The internal bursts of lightning possessed a fierce rhythm, but were 

strangely silent, the air charged with its intensity. Connor turned towards the silo’s camera 

and flicked Garrett a thumbs-up. He gave the C17 wreckage a wide birth as he crossed the 

tarmac, then saw his first human, slumped over the steering wheel of an idling Humvee 

between an aircraft hangar and the control tower.  

 ‘Hey,’ he cried; raised his hand in an optimistic greeting. Connor ran to the door, 

tapped the window, and noticed a star-burst crack in each panel of its bulletproof glass. At 

first he thought the pockmarks were small arms damage, but they lacked the likely impact 

crater of gun fire, perhaps something to do with the preceding tremor event. The guy didn’t 

move. 

 Connor opened the door. ‘Hey, buddy, you okay?’ 

 No reply. 

 He lay the soldier—a security team army lieutenant—back in the seat. The man’s 

chest rose and fell with a gentle rhythm, but he couldn’t be woken. That’s when Connor 

noticed the circular mark, like a brand, scorched deep into his forehead.  

‘Oh, Lord,’ Connor muttered. He clutched the handheld radio to his cheek, called 

Garrett, but the familiar white noise was all that greeted him. He glanced up at the swirling 

mass above, brushed down the charged hairs that had bristled on the back of his hand. 

Something up there is jamming the airways. He could imagine Garrett going ape-shit down 

in the burrow at his silence.  

 The road between the two structures lead to the MSB Building where Becky should 

be. As he passed the control tower, the lack of animated humanity was evident. The radar 

antenna still spun on its mast, but the usual silhouettes behind the dark tinted windows 

were gone. Again, each panel of glass was breached, either completely shattered or hosting 

the strange star bursts.  

Despite his passive views, every instinct told him to draw his weapon. The Colt’s 
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weight felt comforting in his hand. Paused between the two buildings, a Bible passage 

came to him: Though I walk through the Valley of the Shadow of Death, I will fear no Evil 

… He centred on the roadway ahead where he could see the MSB entrance. Its glass 

frontage was fragmented where another Humvee had ploughed through to a stop. He 

clutched his handgun with white knuckles. Thy rod and thy staff comfort me. The grounds 

were ripe with a scattering of unconscious bodies.  

He raised the Colt, engaged both laser sight and fixed tactical light before running 

the length of the passage to the MSB entrance. He took a breath beside the idling Humvee; 

reached inside and switched off the ignition, would use it to return to the silo later. Connor 

scanned the open ground floor one last time, then entred.   

Only the battery powered emergency lighting had been activated, dim lights above 

each door and exit, the interior growing darker the deeper he ventured. Residue of the 

building’s heating still lingered inside. He had to step over sleeping bodies, recognising 

some of the faces, the same circular brandings on their foreheads. Connor leant down, tried 

to wake one, without a response. 

‘They’re all the same’. The new voice startled him; a rich Texas accent that pitched 

from the darkness. ‘Branded like steers for the slaughter.’  

Connor sprang to his feet, clasped the Colt in both hands, sweeping the torch beam 

across the room, his aiming eye fixed on the laser’s roaming red dot. ‘Who’s there?’ 

 A stocky man in the same grey Missileers’ uniform as he stepped out from beside a 

candy vending machine, his M16 casually slung over one shoulder. Connor recognised him 

as one of the newbies from Alpha Zero One. He was chewing on an Oh Henry Bar, his 

eyes barely registering the bright tac-light in his face. 

‘Where’s the other crews?’ Connor asked. 

The newbie seemed disorientated. ‘After this,’ he gazed around, ‘they took what 

vehicles they could and headed off the base. Wanted to be with their families.’ He took a 

bite from his Oh Henry, glanced around at the fallen, spat chocolate when he spoke. ‘Kinda 

glad I don’t have a family.’ Shrugged. ‘You know … It’s easier in the end.’ 

The state of shock was evident in the man’s hollow eyes, but Connor understood 

the guy’s sentiment. ‘Stay close,’ he told him; gestured towards the slung M16. ‘And stay 

sharp.’ The newbie followed him upstairs. 

‘Becky,’ he cried out. ‘Becky, it’s me.’ 
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* 

He found her, deep in the centre of the building on the third floor where no natural light 

could reach. The darkness had a weight to it—crushing. She was alone, slumped at her 

station, staring into the oil-black screen of her computer. 

 ‘Beck?’ He edged closer, stood where she could see him, held his hand up for the 

newbie to halt at the door. ‘Becky, it’s me … Connor … Mason Connor.’ 

 She wasn’t like the others. Her forehead was marked, but more like a faint 

watermark, perhaps something to do with her minimal exposure to the open light. Her eyes 

were barely open, a sleepy dreaming appearance. 

 Mason, she mouthed. Then, ‘Mason … You came.’ It was barely a whisper, but the 

recognition began to spark in her eyes as she looked around the room. ‘What happened?’ 

 Connor felt an overwhelming surge of relief. He brushed a strand of hair from her 

face, cupped her warm cheek.  

 ‘I don’t know what happened, Beck.’ He gestured towards the unseen sky above. 

‘Something came …’ He shook his head in open bewilderment as he peeled off his jacket. 

‘Something came and shut us down.’ 

She tried to stand, steadied herself against her desk. ‘The base?’ 

Connor frowned, recalled the C17 falling from the sky as he placed his jacket over 

her shoulders. ‘Maybe more than just the base.’ Shrugged. ‘I don’t know how far this goes. 

We can’t reach anyone with phones or radio. TV and Internet seems to be offline as well.’ 

She looked around at the other prone bodies. ‘Are they dead?’ 

He followed her gaze. ‘No, just … sleeping.’ 

‘Who’s your friend?’ She nodded towards the newbie in the doorway. 

‘My name’s Jake,’ he said; gave a half-hearted wave. 

Becky swooned against her desk. ‘So sleepy,’ she moaned.  

‘We should go,’ Connor said. 

‘Go where?’ Jake’s demeanour was cynical, a smirk breaking his expression. 

Connor stared him down until the smirk melted away. ‘Back to the silo.’ He 

returned his attention to Becky. ‘Maybe it was because we were underground, but we were 

spared becoming one of those.’ He gestured toward the nearest prone body, then pointed at 

the faint mark on Becky’s forehead. ‘I suspect that’s why you were only partially effected.’ 

‘I’m not going back to that rabbit hole,’ said Jake. He braced his M16 at the ready. 
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Not quite aiming it at Connor, but not far off. 

‘You do what you please,’ Connor said. ‘But right now I think that’s the safest 

place to be. We’ve got power, food, shelter, and security … You can leave whenever you 

want.’ He glimpsed at his wristwatch. 1830. It’ll be dark outside.  

Strange, but he hadn’t feared the dark since he was a little boy. 

* 

They descended to the foyer, Connor’s free arm supporting Becky’s flaccid body as she 

teetered on the cusp of unconsciousness. His tac-light reflected off the crystal surface of 

glass shards throughout the carpet; flicked the beam towards the crashed vehicle. ‘We’ll 

take the Humvee,’ he said.  

 Jake went ahead and eased the driver’s body from behind the steering wheel. He 

then stepped outside of the foyer through the broken window and paused on the sidewalk 

beside the Humvee’s backdoor, slack jawed, staring skyward. ‘Oh Shit,’ he muttered. 

 The night was moonless, as dark as a coal mine, silent. Connor approached beside 

him, lay the Colt on the Humvee’s roof as he aided Becky into the back seat. He then 

snapped up his sidearm and followed Jake’s gaze. It was as if the gates of Hell had just 

been opened. ‘What the …?’ The words escaped in a drawn out breath. 

 The chaotic lightning flashes inside the shitstorm had centralised to a single pulse. 

From its beating heart, a whirlpool formed in its base, a slow purposeful turmoil drawing 

up inside itself. Then, silhouetted against the pulsing light, came a hoard of winged figures, 

leather-black. They hurtled from the portal before those wings expanded with the rupturing 

thud of unfurled sails. As they descended from the light in their thousands, they become 

one with the night, more sound than substance as they swarmed closer to the earth to 

embrace its darkness.  

 The burst of Jake’s gunfire startled Connor. ‘Damn it, man! You haven’t got 

enough ammo to take them all on.’ He stood back as another burst flew skyward. ‘You’re 

just gonna let them know where we are.’ Connor reached for the gun, but Jake shoved him 

aside. 

He glared at Connor with murderous intent. ‘You don’t take a man’s gun on a night 

like this!’ He hissed through clenched teeth.  

 Connor backed away, paused beside the Humvee’s driver’s open door. ‘Take it 

easy, man.’ 
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 Jake began to laugh, took a last look into the sky, and said. ‘Right now, I’ll take it 

any way I can get it.’ He turned abruptly, stepped out into the road, and emptied his clip 

into the pervading flock. 

 Connor felt his breath catch in his throat. Blessedly, the end came quickly for Jake. 

The creatures buried him in a mass of tearing claws and snapping jaws, and in seconds the 

man was just a stain in the concrete.  

 When Connor pointed his Colt at the squirming throng, it was impossible to 

acknowledge where Jake ended and the silken black creatures began in the halo of his tac-

light. The direct beam seemed to irritate them. They crawled over each other in a flutter of 

wings and inhuman shrills as they fought for each morsel while trying to avoid the light. 

Another landed beside them with a heavy thud, humanoid (barely). It straightened 

from its crouching position, towered a foot over Connor, large milk-pale eyes scanning the 

night, looking straight through him like a blind man. It raised its pointed chin, sniffed the 

air with two pulsating nasal slits above its curled leathery lips. It possessed a sense of 

confident authority in its stance, its thin streak of silver hair–Mohican-like–ending in a 

sharp widows’ peak, giving it a strange edge of distinction among the others. Connor 

furtively placed one foot in the Humvee, started the ignition. The mass of creatures raised 

their heads in unison at the sound, their bat-like ears springing to attention, flicking in all 

directions, before they fixed on the Humvee.   

 Connor opened fire, arms resting on the door, a full clip of 9mm. He shot wildly, 

targets plentiful. Their black velvet skin shuddered with each impact, dark flesh opening 

like thick brackish mud, and closing just as fluidly. It was like nothing had happened. The 

gathering of creatures stood, shielding their pale eyes from the tac-light as they began their 

march forward. Then it occurred to him. These things are blind.  

 He fell into the cab, slammed the door shut as the first claw beat on the side 

window with a clatter of extended talons. Connor engaged the central locking with a 

satisfying click-clack, could hear Becky moaning in the back as he slammed the Humvee 

into reverse and pressed down on the accelerator with his full weight. He could hear the 

creature’s cries as they thumped against the rear and thrashed beneath the wheels; all but 

the Mohican who had bound into the night. Connor fumbled for the headlights, found 

them, and switched on hi-beam as he backed onto the road. The Humvee’s bank of 

spotlights across its roofline, turning night into day. 
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 The vehicle smashed into the hangar wall behind it, stuttered and stalled, a sharp 

whiplash pain biting into Connor’s neck. Shit! Just a thin shield of cracked bullet proof 

glass separated him from the chaos outside. The herd, unharmed by the Humvee’s assault, 

began to advance towards him, but were stopped by the onslaught of light, squealing like 

Banshees as their flesh peeled and fell away in wisps of ghostly grey smoke. As the front 

row collapsed, the others were exposed, some possessing the prudence to fly from the 

lights, while the lure of feeding was too strong for others.  

‘At least we know what kills them, Becky,’ Connor whispered as he restarted the 

Humvee. 

 He drove as fast as he could, the corridor of light parting the hoards as they fed on 

the branded. He no longer tried to avoid them, anger and frustration—fear—driving the 

accelerator to the floor as the creatures bounced off and under the Humvee’s churning 

wheels. Nearer to the smouldering C17, Connor saw another prone airman lying in the 

runway. The man had been spared, but would befall the same fate if left in the open. He 

stopped beside him, could see the man’s chest rising in shallow breaths. ‘We can’t just 

leave him, Becky,’ he said softly. Becky whimpered a sleepy response. 

 Connor stepped out, reached for the Colt, but realised it was useless against those 

things and left it on the dash. He glanced around, listened intently for any sign of the 

creatures, but they remained concentrated around the main buildings, their feeding frenzy 

voiced as a cacophony of shrill cries in the night. He leant over the airman, touched the 

circular brand on his forehead with curiosity. The kid was younger than he, couldn’t have 

been more than 19. Connor kneeled down to lift him when he heard the familiar thump on 

the tarmac behind him. Oh, shit …  

 The creature remained crouching as Connor turned. It was the Mohican, its wide 

sightless eyes locked on the airman at Connor’s feet. Although the C17 inferno had died 

down considerably, the flickering firelight distracted the creature in a series of twitches. It 

stood, wings pleated rigidly between bulging shoulder blades, claws extended, lips 

shedding back to reveal its multiple rows of yellowing canines, the two upper front 

distinctively longer. It was going to strike. Connor glance at Becky in the back seat, 

mouthed Sorry, as the creature struck. 

* 

It was so fast. The Mohican swept past Connor; knocked him onto the ground as it leapt 
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onto the airman’s prone form, talons piercing the torso like a plump peach. Connor shook 

his head, confused. Why didn’t it attack me? It was as if he was invisible. He stumbled to 

his feet, unconsciously raised a hand to his forehead. I’m not marked, it occurred to him. I 

am invisible to them … But not so for that branded kid. Connor turned away, the sound was 

bad enough. Although the creature’s ravenous feeding was brutal, it was also mercifully 

rapid. 

 Connor ran to the Humvee, locked the doors, and drove away with a roar. He could 

see Becky’s slumped form in the mirror, glance past her through the rear window, saw the 

Mohican stand upright from its feast. It formed a hellish silhouette as its wings unfurled in 

the vague firelight. The Humvee left the tarmac, steeling Connor’s attention to gain control 

of the wheel as the vehicle rattled across the open field of snow patches where the missile 

silos lay. When he looked back in the mirror, the creature was gone. 

 ‘Nearly there, Becky,’ he whispered.  

 Connor sped past Zero-One’s silo as Zero-Two’s concrete dome and access hatch 

reflected in the high beam, approaching fast. A sense of reprieve suppressed the surge of 

adrenalin that had driven him this far and he exhaled a trembling breath.  

Thank God, he murmured.  

He steered the Humvee around to face the hatch and braked with a spray of grimy 

slush. The corridor of light would be their safe passage to the hatch. He leant over the 

wheel and scanned the skies through the windshield. The shitstorm swirled above, but the 

creatures were elsewhere.  

 Connor tucked the Colt inside his holster and sprang out into the bitter cold. He ran 

to the hatch, saw Garrett’s face through the blast window. Before he could swipe his access 

card the door swung open. 

 ‘What the fuck?’ Spat Garrett. ‘You were off the air the whole time.’ 

 ‘I’ll explain later,’ said Connor. ‘Help me with Becky.’ 

 When Connor turned, the Humvee’s bank of spotlights blinded him. He shielded 

his eyes, spots forming in his vision, until he reached the dark side of the vehicle by the 

back door. He stopped abruptly, drew a painful breath of cold air.  

 Garrett almost ran into him. ‘So where is she?’ 

 The door was open, and Becky was gone. That’s when he heard the sound beyond 

his waning night vision, something scurrying in the field just outside the halo of light. 
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‘Becky?’ He said, barely a whisper, more a silent plea. Then louder. ‘No!’ 

 He sprang onto the Humvee’s hood, grasped the nearest spotlight and forced it 

around in the direction of the sound, the rim burning his hands. 

 ‘Oh, Jesus fucking Christ,’ spat Garrett. He withdrew his sidearm, took aim. 

 ‘Don’t!’ Cried Connor. ‘You’ll hit Becky.’ 

 The Mohican stood in the field, Becky cradled defiantly in its arms, when the 

explosion of light burst across its face in an eruption of scorched flesh. It lifted its blind 

eyes to the shitstorm, its jaw breaching wide, an inhuman cry bellowing across the land. It 

staggered, abandoned Becky at its taloned feet, then expanded its wings to flee—but too 

late. The black silken sails eroded like burning tissue paper, draped from the bat-like 

skeletal frame in wafting strings. Its cry, almost deafening, faded with its corrupting flesh 

as it collapsed in a scattering of silver-grey ash. 

 There came a calm, delivered on the brisk night air. Conner realised he had been 

holding his breath; let it out slowly. The silence helped him cope with what had just 

happened. He turned toward Garrett who simply nodded, then gestured to Becky.  

 ‘Let’s get her below,’ he said. 
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Doomsday Clock: Midnight 

 

“Better a hundred of my enemy at the gates, than one 

within the walls.”  

King Priam of Troy. 

  

After the events on the surface, the subterranean shelter of the silo bunker offered great 

comfort. Garrett heaved the rec room’s door open to let Connor through. Becky’s body 

remained limp in his arms. Garrett then dashed ahead and cleared the magazines from the 

tabletop as Connor gently lay Becky down.  

 ‘She looks pale,’ Garrett said. 

 Connor leant his ear to her lips, could feel each warm breath against his earlobe, 

noted the faint rise and fall of her chest. ‘Her breathing is faint, but steady,’ he said with 

relief.  

 Garrett took his long grey dress-coat from the rack by the door and laid it across 

her. Connor’s attention was drawn to the branding across her forehead; frowned. The mark 

had almost faded completely, no more than a faint shadow now. That’s gotta be a good 

thing. He then pressed two fingers against her neck, could feel the faint pulse. That’s when 

he saw the slight rosettes of blood forming on her shirt collar. He frowned, peeled the 

collar back to reveal two puncture marks. ‘Oh, Becky,’ he whispered. 

 ‘What the fuck?’ said Garrett.  
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* 

Connor and Garrett stood outside the rec room’s locked door. Connor’s stare was fixed on 

Beck’s prone body through the small door window as Garrett applied the last bandage to 

his burnt hands. His palms had blistered from the hot surface of the spotlight, but the only 

pain he felt was in his heart. 

 ‘She hasn’t moved,’ Connor said, eyes fixed on her face. ‘Not a muscle.’ 

 Garrett tied off the last bandage, turned to look at Becky through the window. ‘I’m 

not gonna pretend that I know what to do here, Connor.’ He shrugged, kind of hopelessly. 

‘That doesn’t mean we do nothing … Just that we consider our choices carefully.’ 

 ‘Even when our choices are so limited?’ Connor stared him in the eyes. 

 ‘Especially when our choices are so limited.’ He nodded towards the rec room’s 

door. ‘I’ve diverted the internal monitors to your console … You can keep an eye on her 

from there. I’ll monitor the silo and surrounding grounds, but right now we need to man 

our stations; at least until daybreak.’ 

 Connor could sense the night seeping down through the silo’s concrete walls like 

water into stone. He took stock. Garrett was right and Becky was safe. That’s all that 

mattered.  

 ‘My only order,’ said Garrett, his stare firm, but not without a hint of compassion, 

‘is that this door stays locked. At least until daybreak.’ 

Connor nodded. ‘Daybreak,’ he murmured. He turned, walked sluggishly towards 

the control room, but it was only the promise of day that would make this night sufferable.  

* 

Midnight was approaching—just an hour away. Connor’s attention bounced from the 

screen that monitored Becky, to the wall clock, and back again. Becky had begun to stir 

over the last 20-minutes. She had turned on her side, back to the camera, and pulled the 

service coat over her head. Even through the grainy picture, he could see the cadence of 

her breathing, stronger now.  

 ‘Hey,’ called Garrett, pressing back into his chair. ‘Take a look at this.’ 

 Conner stood; stretched tired muscles, stepped behind Garrett and scanned his 

monitors. ‘What are they doing?’ 

 The external cameras had switched to night vision, the scene filtered through a 

fluorescent green haze. Aside from the gathering masses, the most disturbing thing was the 
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creature’s eyes, large reflective beacons, unblinking; a vast horde facing the camera in a 

collective swaying motion. 

 ‘How long have they been there?’ Connor asked. 

 ‘About an hour.’ Garrett tilted his head in contemplation. ‘Strayed in one at a time, 

filing past the Mohican’s ashes like it was Lenin’s Tomb.’ 

 ‘Do you think the last of the Mohicans was their leader?’ 

 Garrett winced at Connor’s pun; they both knew someone was gonna say it before 

the night was through.  

‘Maybe,’ answered Garrett. ‘But they don’t seem pissed off.’ He leant forward to 

zoom the camera closer. ‘They’re just kinda … waiting.’ 

 ‘For what?’   

 ‘How the hell do I know, Connor?’ He punched the chair’s arm rest in frustration. 

 Connor had sensed his CO’s aggravation mounting for the last hour. ‘Maybe 

they’re waiting for a new leader.’ He returned to his own station. Best just let him cool off. 

Connor sat, looked up at Becky’s monitor, and felt his breath catch in his throat. Becky 

was gone.  

 He sprang back to his feet, looked closer. ‘Becky?’ he whispered. The coat had 

been cast aside, but stranger yet, her clothes were scattered over the table and floor. 

 He grabbed his reloaded Colt from the holster hanging over his chair and ran past 

Garrett. ‘Becky’s gone,’ he shouted over his shoulder as he left the control room.  

 Connor could hear Garrett’s footfalls close behind as he traversed the connecting 

chamber to the living quarters and rec room. He skidded to a halt at the door, first scanned 

the room, craning his neck to access the blind spots around the door, but Becky was 

nowhere to be seen. Damn! Damn! Damn! He fumbled with his swipe card, was about to 

open the door, when he heard the familiar cocking sound of a gun near his ear.  

 ‘I can’t let you open that door, Connor.’ Garrett was breathless after the pursuit. 

‘Not until we know exactly what’s happened here.’ 

 Connor refrained from raising his own sidearm. ‘What’s happened?’ he repeated 

dryly. 

He slapped his sides in frustration, gestured towards the window when something 

appeared behind the glass. Fear and dismay cemented his feet to the floor’ froze his breath 

in his throat. ‘Oh, Lord,’ he moaned. 
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 Garrett swung his Colt towards the face glaring at them from the glass, finger white 

knuckled on the trigger. 

 The face had retained remnants of Becky’s features amidst the charcoal grey flesh, 

taut over extended cheek bones and turned up nose, the nostril cavities elongated, not 

unlike the Mohican’s. Her honey-blond hair had thinned, heavier along the centre, bound 

amidst steely silver strands that commenced at a jagged widow’s peak. But it was her eyes 

that reminded Connor that this was still Becky; blue pools beneath the milky haze that was 

beginning to form across their surface. She frowned when their eyes met, and she stepped 

closer to the window, one dark hand raised to touch the glass.  

 Connor stepped between Garrett’s Colt and Becky, could feel his jaw trembling as 

he raised his own hand to cover hers, feeling only cold glass where warm flesh should be. 

‘Oh, Becky,’ he whispered. He saw the tears forming in the wells of her eyes; watched 

helplessly as they ran down her cheeks to the slender lips as they parted to talk. She knows 

what is happening to her. Connor pained at the second line of needle sharp teeth protruding 

behind the front row, the two extended canines just beginning to form. 

 ‘Okay,’ said Garrett in a measured tone. ‘It’s fair to say we now know what is 

happening.’ 

 ‘My Becky,’ Connor wept. 

 ‘Not anymore,’ said Garrett. 

* 

Connor watched her transformation from the control room. He needed that distance from 

the grim reality. Garrett recognised that need; Gave Connor the time, personal space and 

silence. In the end, that’s all he could offer.  

Becky (although it was growing harder to consider the creature as Becky anymore) 

began to pace the rec room. Two bony nubs at her shoulder blades had formed the same 

wings as those creatures outside, although not as full, folded down her rippled spine like a 

petite leather parasol. Her flesh had altered from grey to jet black now, mottled with 

spatters of pink; remnants of humanity within the darkness. Hands and feet had remained 

vaguely humanoid, but the nails had formed into pale yellow claws. He was losing her, and 

with it, pieces of himself as well. Her sensitivity to light was not fatal, perhaps a product of 

her hybrid genesis, but it notably irritated her. Eventually she smashed the lights to invite 

the darkness in a brief burst of controlled rage. 
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There was a sense of relief at the black screen. Connor felt his rigid muscles relax 

for the first time since it all began.  

‘You okay, Connor?’ The sound of Garrett’s voice was also welcomed. 

He turned towards his CO, nodded feebly. ‘I’m trying to be okay, Sir.’ 

‘Tomorrow,’ Garrett said with a reassuring nod. ‘In the daylight … we’ll venture 

out. Find others.’ 

Connor stared back at the black monitor, switched the camera to night vision. 

‘Sure,’ he said. ‘In the daylight.’  

Becky was perched on the table’s edge, arms wrapped across the mounds of her 

breasts, reflective eyes fixed on the camera. Did she know they were watching? He 

couldn’t do this anymore, returned his focus to Garrett. ‘You want a coffee, Sir?’ 

Garrett still had a full mug on his desk. He tried to smile. ‘Sure,’ he said. ‘Why 

not.’ 

Connor appreciated his CO’s perception. He just needed to be moving, doing 

something normal … or something that used to be normal.  

Come daybreak, he decided, normal would have to be reconsidered.  

Connor grabbed the flashlight from the wall bracket by the fire extinguisher, didn’t 

want to be caught in the dark when light was their only weapon against those things. He 

glanced at the wall clock as he passed. It was 10 minutes to midnight.  

The kitchen opened into a sanctuary of bright neon light beside the armoury, the 

hallway at the end leading to the missile silo and exit stairs. The lack of light from the rec 

room caused a shadowed break along the hall, and knowing she was in there made it all the 

more darker. 

Not Becky anymore, he reminded himself. Then who, or what? He thought about 

the differences between Becky’s metamorphous and the Mohican. The invaders, creatures 

of the night, could not survive our daylight. But as human hybrids, the resistance to UV 

and even our diseases, could possibly be overcome. Was this genocide, or simply 

evolution? 

The coffee pot was half full, the sink scattered with a few dirty mugs. He began to 

rinse one out, careful to keep his bandages dry, when he heard the smattering of noise from 

down the hall. Connor backed into the centre of the room, peered towards the shadowed 

portion of the hall. The sound continued, something breaking, something falling. He 
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dropped the mug. It bounced once and shattered as he drew the flashlight from his pocket 

and ran to the rec room door.  

The darkness beyond the window was compelling. He pierced the abyss with a 

spear of light. Becky was gone. In her place, a fragmented air grill and fallen false ceiling 

tiles hung from the suspended frame. The air ducts were way too small to accommodate 

her, but the ceiling space … He ran the flashlight beam from the opening to the hall and 

back towards the kitchen. The crawlspace gave her access to any part of the complex on 

this level.  

‘Shit!’ 

Connor ran as fast as he could, heard the ruined clatter rumble from the control 

room. He cried Garrett’s name, the blend of his yelling, his footfalls and wreckage just a 

cacophony that bounced off the passage walls. Outside the control room, he rebounded off 

the doorway, pulled up shy of the consoles.  

Too late … 

It held Garrett’s flaccid body upright, feeding greedily from the deep gash in his 

throat, a wet sucking noise the dominant sound. The creature’s hunger was insatiable, 

drawing blood like a drowning man would draw air. Connor’s eyes fixed on hers, just a 

hint of Becky’s blue left beneath their chalk-white surface. 

Satisfied, the creature released Garrett’s pallid body. He collapsed like a ragdoll, 

eyes marble dry but fixed on Connor’s in an accusing stare. The creature drew a deep 

lungful of air and raised its pointed chin to the ceiling as its blood caked mouth shed open 

and an unearthly cry gored the chamber. Connor doubled over with pain, hands cupping his 

ears until it passed. And when it did, he saw the reaction of the creatures outside on the 

monitors—an eruption of activity. Some took to the air while others charged the access 

hatch, and yet other … began to dig.  

Connor backed away, began to hear the distant forceful pounding against the exit 

hatch above, the sound filtering down through the chambers to the control room. His eyes 

drifted from the creature to his CO’s body. Is that my destiny? … Humanity’s destiny? 

Each backward step was short, hesitant. Only when he turned the corner, the image no 

longer holding him captive, could he turn and run. 

 Then, when outside the darkened rec room, he realise … Where am I running to? 

He stopped, pressed his back to the wall. Ahead lay the stairs to the exit and a wall of those 
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creatures beyond. He turned back towards the control room, saw the approaching shadow 

at the bend. The armoury was his closest sanctuary.  

He swiped his card, stepped inside, and locked the door behind him. The lights 

were operated from the control room, untouchable from here, so he crouched in the blind 

spot below the door window, mindful to control his heavy breathing. He was surrounded 

by weapons, all of them useless. Then a sudden epiphany wrenched at his soul. Perhaps 

God had a grand plan for him after all. The answer, for all, would be a final one. The only 

thing that could stop those things, he decided, lay dormant in the missile’s warhead. 

 ‘And the Lord said,’ he whispered, ‘let there be light.’ 

 Connor froze, sensed something in the hallway rather than heard it. Then a 

recurring sniffing came from the space under the door. He could feel its presence, just an 

inch of steel between them. Then silence. It knows I’m here. 

 The frenzied scratching and thumps against the door arrived like a hurricane, and 

potentially just as deadly. Each assault on the door resinated deep into his body as he 

glanced around the room for what he was looking for. He saw them in the corner, a box of 

grenades. Connor didn’t know if the door would hold, but knew sooner or later the creature 

would recall the access through the false ceiling’s crawlspace above. The end, could be 

measured in minutes. 

 Connor stood and faced the window. The onslaught stopped. They stared into each 

other’s eyes, and for the briefest of moments, a calm beheld the creature’s stare, pale eyes 

softening at the edges, its steadying breath puffing clouds of condensation on the glass. He 

placed his hand against the cold surface, as did she. But the calm was fleeting. The taloned 

hand bunched into a fist as its ravenous course of teeth revealed themselves in a colossal 

shriek. It stepped back, head slowly turning up to peer at the ceiling. And yes … The 

damned thing began to grin. 

 The silence that followed seemed louder than the monster’s cry. He knew its next 

move, long before it crouched to the floor and sprang into the air with the muffled crash of 

broken ceiling panels within the hallway. 

 Connor leapt to the grenade box, cradled it under one arm and returned to the door. 

The sound was frenetic above, scuttling across the crawlspace like the mother of all rats. 

Shit, it would be in the armoury in seconds. The swipe card slipped from his fingers as he 

tried to unlock the door. He fumbled for it at the end of his lanyard as the ceiling panels 
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began to bulge. 

 When the door unlocked, it was as if in slow-motion. The door seemed heavier, 

more resistant, as the ceiling crumbled above. He could feel the debris brushing down his 

back as something heavy shoved him into the hall. The creature collapsed in a thrashing 

rage, flinging aside shattered panels, desperately searching the armoury for Connor. 

 ‘Not this time,’ he said, and kicked the door closed. The four-way locks engaged 

and he didn’t hang around to taunt the thing inside.  

 Connor ran the length of the hall, could hear the thing bellowing. He recalled the 

cacophony of activity by the main force topside when it first cried out to its foot soldiers. 

He considered the concrete walls, recalled those that began to dig, and wondered just what 

these things—as a collective—were capable of.  

He opened the access hatch to the missile silo just as the thing burst from the 

ceiling to the hallway floor and began its march towards him. Connor tripped on the hatch 

rim, heard the grenade box splinter open and the hand-sized bombs clatter across the 

gantry platform. He glanced back over his shoulder, 5-yards between them, and clutched at 

the nearest grenade, pulled the pin, and rolled it towards the approaching creature. He 

knew it wouldn’t kill it, but it might just buy him enough time to climb to the Minuteman’s 

nose cone. 

The explosion shattered the very air, shrapnel splinters piercing Connor’s boots and 

legs, hot shards ricocheting off steel and concrete around him. He cried out with the white-

hot pain and watched the creature disappear in a billow of high explosive smoke haze. 

Gotta hurry! He dragged himself upright, punched the platform release button by the door 

and waited for the pain to ease as his weight pressed down on his wounds. The multiple 

maintenance platforms clanged into place as he watched their progress. Then something 

else caught his eye.  

There was a movement from the haze … It was coming. He pushed hard on the 

hatch to close it, but it wouldn’t budge, then he saw the shrapnel damage that had 

butchered the hinges. The creature marched from the grey smoke, its black flesh pitted and 

riddled with wounds that where slowly healing, sealing each cavity like hot molasses. He 

flung another armed grenade and gathered two more from the floor, didn’t wait to watch, 

but climbed instead. 

The explosion shook the ladder as shrapnel shards bounced off the gantry. He 
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pressed himself against the frame, clutching the grenades tightly in bandaged hands until it 

passed. Each step, each rung of the ladder, was a footfall of pain as he drove the metal 

pieces further into the soles of his feet. Connor paused at the next platform, stifled a cry, 

then looked down into the rising cloud, saw the movement there as a talon breached the 

haze to clutch the next rung. He nudged the platform floor hatch closed, then began the last 

leg. There came a sudden calming epiphany … The closer he climbed to the warhead, the 

closer he climbed to his God.  

Connor heard the floor hatch slam open below as he rolled onto the final platform, 

all weight off his screaming feet as he drew an exhausted breath. He could hear the 

creature’s approach, feel the movement of the gantry as it breached the lip, bat-like ears 

pinned back, marble white eyes narrowing at its prey. 

‘Not Becky,’ he mumbled, then pulled both pins. He smiled, when he saw the 

inquisitive look fall upon the creature’s face, tried to imagine the hoards above sensing the 

same inkling of dread. Then closed his eyes. 

‘And the Lord said, Let there be light.’ He imagined the picture of Becky he had 

taped to his console. ‘And there was light …’       

 

 

 

 

 

TRINITY 

“It was a sunrise such as the World had never seen.” 

                                                   Robert Oppenheimer -   

                                                           Father of the atomic bomb. 
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